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We present several recent charmless hadronic B decay results from the Belle experiment. Inclusive B → Xsη

measurement is carried out with a semi-inclusive method, and a large branching fraction is found for M(Xs) > 2
GeV/c2. Two penguin dominated B → V V channels and the associated decays are studied, and the three body
B → ρ0K+π− decay is observed for the first time.

1. INTRODUCTION

The charmless hadronic B decays are mostly
dominated by b → s(d) penguin diagrams and
b → u tree amplitudes. These decays are excel-
lent places to probe the Standard Model and the
physics beyond. Penguin processes are ideal to
look for new physics; the heavy virtual particles
in the loop can be easily replaced by some new
particle which is not yet discovered. Rich final
states with similar physics processes can be pro-
duced. Experimentalists as well as theorists could
benefit from the study of a global picture.
In particular, the decays involving the η and η′

mesons have unique properties due to the interfer-
ence effects between the underlying pseudo-scalar
octet and singlet components. The mixing effect
is relatively clear for the exclusive decays, such as
B → η(′)K(∗) channels. However, the picture is
not fully examined for the inclusive B → Xsη

(′)

decays, where Xs denotes an inclusive state of
unit strangeness.
The Xsη

′ channel was reported by the CLEO
experiment [1,2], and the branching fraction was
found to be larger then its expected value. The
Xs mass spectrum was also found to have some
peaking structure at the higher side, and it was
confirmed by BaBar [3] afterwards. The possible
reasons for such high branching fraction and the
high Xs mass are QCD anomaly mechanism [4],
intrinsic charm component of η′, or the con-
tributions from non-perturbative charming pen-
guin [5,6]. According to experimental data, the
first two explanations are disfavored, and the last

one needs data to confirm. The study of a similar
process, B → Xsη, will provide further informa-
tion on this puzzle. The previous analysis carried
out by CLEO had only assigned an upper limit
of < 4.4× 10−4 [1].
The processes B → rho0K∗0 and K∗0K∗0 are

typical B → V V decays, where V denotes a vec-
tor meson. These two decays have been seen by
BaBar [7,8] already. For those penguin domi-
nated B → V V decays, the fraction of longi-
tudinal polarization is predicted to be around
0.75, lower then the expectations for tree dom-
inated processes, which is generally around 0.9.
However, there is a known puzzle since a much
lower value of 0.5 had been measured for the pure
b → s penguin decay, B → φK∗ [9,10]. By ex-
ploring more penguin dominated decays, it may
provide additional information to help explaining
this anomaly. One of the resolutions to this puz-
zle, is adopting a smaller B → K∗ form factor
within the PQCD framework [11], and this idea
can be only examined with B → K∗0K∗0 decay.
These two decay channels also have the poten-

tial regarding the CP violation searches. The
large difference in the CP violating parameter
was found in B → K+π− and B → K+π0 chan-
nel. It will be very interesting to check all the sim-
ilar decays proceed with the same diagrams, and
B → rho0K∗0 is one of them. The K∗0K∗0 chan-
nel is one of the CP eigenstate, thus the study
of time-dependent CP violation is foreseeable for
each polarization component.
In this article, we present the first observa-

tion of inclusive B → Xsη decays, and mea-
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surements of charmless hadronic B0 decays into
the π+π−K+π− final state, while several inter-
mediate states such as B0 → ρ0K∗0, ρ0K+π−,
and f0(980)K

+π− are examined. A similar
strategy is carried out for B0 → K+π−K−π+

and K+π−K+π− final states. The former final
state can be reached via B0 → K∗0K∗0, and
shared with other channels like K∗0(1430)K∗0 or
K∗0K−π+. The later final state is generated by
forbidden decays, such as B0 → K∗0K∗0, and
other combinations. A data sample of 657× 106

BB pairs accumulated at the Υ(4S) resonance
with the Belle detector at the KEKB asymmetric
e+e− collider is used in the analysis. The Belle
detector is a large-solid-angle magnetic spectrom-
eter that consists of a silicon vertex detector
(SVD), a 50-layer central drift chamber (CDC),
an array of aerogel threshold Cherenkov counters
(ACC), a barrel-like arrangement of time-of-flight
scintillation counters (TOF), and an electromag-
netic calorimeter (ECL) comprised of CsI(Tl)
crystals located inside a superconducting solenoid
coil that provides a 1.5 T magnetic field. An
iron flux return located outside of the coil is in-
strumented to detect KL0 mesons and to identify
muons (KLM).

2. THE ANALYSIS OF B → Xsη

As described in Ref. [12], B meson candi-
dates are reconstructed using a pseudo-inclusive
method, where the Xs state is reconstructed as
a K+ or a K0

S
, and plus up to four charged pi-

ons, and one of the pions can be replaced by a π0.
This method covers 18 channels and their charge
conjugates:

B+
→ K+(π0)η, B0

→ K+π−(π0)η,
B+ → K+π+π−(π0)η, B0 → K+π−π+π−(π0)η,
B+ → K+π+π−π+π−η, B0 → K0

S
(π0)η,

B+ → K0
S
π+(π0)η, B0 → K0

S
π+π−(π0)η,

B+ → K0
S
π+π−π+(π0)η, B0 → K0

S
π+π−π+π−η .

The η meson candidates are reconstructed with
η → γγ channel. K0

S
candidates are recon-

structed from pairs of oppositely charged tracks,
and the vertex of the pair must be well recon-
structed and displaced from the interaction point.
π0 candidates are also reconstructed with γ-pairs.

Pions and kaons are combined to form an Xs

state. Candidate B mesons are reconstructed
with a candidate η and an Xs, and are identified
with the kinematical variables, Mbc and ∆E.
The dominant background source is the con-

tinuum process, e+e− → qq(q = u, d, s, c).
These events are generally jetty, unlike the signal
events which are spherically distributed. A Fisher
discriminant including 16 modified Fox-Wolfram
moments, the azimuth angle of candidate B flight
direction, and the z-vertex displacement between
the signal B candidate and the rest of the parti-
cle in the event, are introduced to suppress the
continuum events. The selection criteria are op-
timized according to the quality of the b-flavor
tagging, and a signal efficiency of 34% is obtained
from the MC simulations, while 99% of the back-
ground events are rejected.
Signal yields are obtained using extended un-

binned maximum likelihood fits to the Mbc dis-
tributions. Signal yields and shape parameters of
the combinatorial background are floated in the
fits. Contaminations from the decays B → Xsη

′,
Xsγ, and Xdη are estimated using MC simula-
tions, and the contributions are removed from
the fitted yields. Two fits are performed for the
events in the ranges 1.0 GeV/c2 < M(Xs) <
2.6 GeV/c2 and 1.8 GeV/c2 < M(Xs) < 2.6
GeV/c2. These two fits give signal yields of
749±48(stat)±7(syst) and 244±34(stat)±3(syst),
respectively. Figure 1 shows the Mbc distribu-
tions with fitting results superimposed.
The branching fraction of B → Xsη is cal-

culated using M(Xs) dependent efficiencies ob-
tained from the MC simulations. A partial
branching fraction is derived accordingly:

B(B → Xsη;M(Xs) < 2.6GeV/c2) =

(25.5± 2.7(stat)± 1.6(syst)+3.8
−14.1(model))× 10−5 .

Differential branching fraction in bins of M(Xs)
are shown in Figure 2.
In conclusion, the first measurement of the in-

clusive partial branching fraction for B → Xsη
is carried out. A differential branching fractions
are found to increase at higher Xs mass. No the-
oretical prediction is currently available for such
a M(Xs)-dependent branching fractions; how-
ever, the similarity of the observed structure as
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Figure 1. Distribution of Mbc events with 1.0
GeV/c2 < M(Xs) < 2.6 GeV/c2. The results of
the fit are given by the smooth curves.
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Figure 2. Differential B → Xsη branching frac-
tion in bins of M(Xs). Dashed error bars are sta-
tistical, solid black error bars include systematic
and modeling uncertainties.

B → Xsη
′ implies that the η′gg coupling which

originally explains the B → Xsη
′ signal is disfa-

vored. The relative strengths of these two pro-
cesses, B → Xsη and Xsη

′, could be due to
a large contribution of charming penguin ampli-
tudes as suggested by Ref. [6].

3. SEARCHES FOR B0 → ρ0K∗0
and B0 →

K∗0K∗0

We analyze the charmless hadronic B0 →

π+π−K+π− and B0 → K+π−K−π+ (including
the forbidden combination K+π−K+π−) decays.
Details of these two analyses can be found in

Ref. [13] and [14].
Reconstruction of B0 → π+π−π+π− decays in-

cludes intermediate states such as ρ0 → π+π−,
f0(980) → π+π−, and K∗0 → K+π−. Four
charged tracks of two are positively charged and
two are negatively charged are selected. Tracks
identified as electrons are rejected. We identify
charged kaons and pions by a combined particle
identification information of the Belle detector.
The energy difference ∆E and the beam-energy-
constrained massMbc are used to identify the sig-
nal candidates. Since 20% of the reconstructed
events having multiple candidates, the candidate
with smallest vertex fitting χ2 is selected.
The dominant background is from the contin-

uum e+e− → qq processes as well. A similar
method used in the previous section is introduced:
a Fisher discriminant based on a set of mod-
ified Fox-Wolfram moments in order to pursue
the difference between event shapes in continuum
and signal BB processes. Two variables in addi-
tion are also included in the study: cosθB and
∆z. Likelihood functions for signal and contin-
uum background are parameterized from a prod-
uct of the probability density functions, and then
are combined into a single likelihood ratio. The
continuum suppression is carried out by B-flavor
tagging quality dependent requirements on the
likelihood ratio.
The signal yields are extracted using a

four-dimensional extended unbinned maximum-
likelihood fit to Mbc, ∆E, M(ππ) and
M(Kπ). Total 13 components are included
in the fit: B0 decays to ρ0K∗0, f0(980)K

∗0,
and f2(1270)K

∗0, ρ0K+π−, f0(980)K
+π−,

π+π−K∗0, and π+π−K+π−; the feed-down
components a1(1260)K

+, K+
1 (1270)π−, and

K+
1 (1400)π−; and background components from

continuum, charmed B-decays, and other charm-
less B-decays. The results of the fit, including
signal yields, corresponding branching fractions,
and upper limits are given in Table 1. The pro-
jections of the fit are shown in Figure 3.
For the searches of B0 → K+π−K−π+ and

B0 → K+π−K+π− channels, a similar analysis
method has been carried out. Events are recon-
structed with four charged tracks which two of
them are charged kaon candidates. Kaons are
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Figure 3. Projection of the four dimensional
fit results for (a) Mbc, (b) ∆E, (c) M(ππ),
(d) M(Kπ). The curves are for the ρ0K+π−

(solid-shaded), the sum of ρ0K∗0 and f0(980)K
∗0

(dashed), f2(1270)K
∗0 and the sum of feed-down

modes (dot-dashed), and sum of the backgrounds
(dotted).

identified with the particle identification informa-
tion. Dominant background source is also from
the continuum process, and is suppressed by the
event shape variables. B meson signals are ex-
tracted with a four dimensional unbinned likeli-
hood fit to ∆E, Mbc, and the two possible com-
binations of K − π invariant mass, M1(Kπ) and
M2(Kπ). The results of the fit are summarized in
Table 2. The distributions of ∆E, Mbc, M1(Kπ)
and M2(Kπ) for B0 → K+π−K−π+ final state
with fit results superimposed are shown in Fig-
ure 4.

In summary, we have made the first observa-
tion of the three-body decay B0 → ρ0K+π−

with a 5.0σ significance, and the evidence for
non-resonant B0 → f0(980)K

+π− and B0 →

π+π−K∗0 decays. Limited signal excesses are
found for B0 → ρ0K∗0 and B0 → f0(980)K

∗0

modes in our analysis. The search for full non-
resonant decay (B0 → π+π−K+π−) is carried
out as well, and a partial upper limit is calcu-
lated. For the decay channels with two charged
kaons in the final states, we do not find any sig-

Table 1
The signal yield (Y ), efficiency (ǫ), significance S,
branching fraction B or upper limit (UL) at the
90% confidence level.

Mode Y ǫ S B or UL

(%) (σ) (10−6)

ρ0K∗0 78+29
−28 5.7 2.7 < 3.4

f0(980)K
∗0 51+20

−19 5.6 2.5 < 2.2

ρ0K+π− 208+40
−39 11.2 5.0 2.8± 0.5± 0.5

f0(980)K
+π− 107+32

−30 11.4 3.5 < 2.1

π+π−K∗0 201+47
−45 6.7 4.5 4.5+1.1

−1.0
+0.9
−1.6

π+π−K+π− −5+55
−45 6.8 0.0 < 2.1

nificant signals. The measured branching fraction
for B0 → K∗0K∗0 is 0.26+0.33

−0.29
+0.10
−0.07 × 10−6, and

is lower then the value measured by BaBar [8].
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Table 2
The signal yield (Y ), efficiency (ǫ), significance S,
upper limit (UL) at the 90% confidence level.

Mode Y ǫ S UL

(%) (σ) (10−6)

K∗0K∗0 7.7+9.7
−8.5

+2.8
−2.2 4.4 0.9 < 0.8

K∗0K−π+ 18+48
−45

+42
−41 1.3 0.3 < 14

K∗0(1430)K∗0(1430) 79+71
−70

+56
−57 3.7 0.8 < 8.4

K∗0(1430)K∗0 20± 31+40
−43 4.4 0.3 < 3.3

K∗0(1430)K−π+ −223+172
−171

+160
−169 1.3 - < 32

K+π−K−π+ 158+121
−118

+104
−105 0.8 1.0 < 72

K∗0K∗0 −3.7± 3.3+2.5
−2.7 5.7 - < 0.2

K∗0K+π− 0.5± 32.3+43.5
−40.1 1.9 0.0 < 7.6

K∗0(1430)K∗0(1430) −28± 16+88
−21 4.3 - < 4.7

K∗0(1430)K∗0 8± 19+24
−30 5.1 0.3 < 1.7

K+π−K+π− 11± 28+31
−102 2.0 0.3 < 6.0


